Abstract-Database and database systems have been used widely in almost, all life activities. Sometimes missed data items are discovered as missed or null values in the database tables. The presented paper proposes a design for a supervised learning system to estimate missed values found in the university database. The values of estimated data items or data it items used in estimation are numeric and not computed. The system performs data classification based on Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) to estimate loosed marks of students. A data set is used in training the system under the supervision of an expert. After training the system to classify and estimate null values under expert supervision, it starts classification and estimation of null data by itself.
I. INTRODUCTION
Database is a collection of related data, to represent some aspects of the real world, sometimes called the mini-world or the universe of discourse. It has become an essential component of everyday life in modern society. In the course of a day, most of us encounter several activities that involve some interaction with a database.
RDBSs are the mostly database systems used today. These system organize databases in many relations. Each relation has data about certain entity type or class and consists of rows. Each row represent a record of entity or object. The state of the whole database will correspond to the states of all its relations at a particular point of a time.
Data Mining is an essential process where intelligent methods are applied in order to extract data patterns. Data mining algorithms look for patterns in data. While most existing Data Mining approaches look for patterns in a single data table, relational Data Mining (RDM) approaches look for patterns that involve multiple tables (relations) from a relational database [1] .
In recent years, the most common types of patterns and approaches considered in Data Mining have been extended to the relational case and RDM now encompasses relational association rule discovery and relational decision tree induction, among others. RDM approaches have been successfully applied to a number of problems in a variety of areas, most notably in the area of bioinformatics. This chapter provides a brief introduction to RDM [2] .
Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD), also called data mining, has recently received wide attention from practitioners and researchers. There are several attractive application areas for KDD, and it seems that techniques from machine learning, statistics, and databases can be profitably combined to obtain useful methods and systems for KDD [3] .
The KDD area should be largely guided by (successful) applications. Theoretical work in the area is needed. A KDD process in which the analyzer first produces lots of potentially interesting rules, subgroup descriptions, patterns, etc., and then interactively selects the truly interesting ones from these [4] The presented system uses CBR classification in estimation null values in DB. The basic idea is locating a classified case (a student object) in the system Knowledge Base (KB) as the most close case to the student case row which has a null value. After that, the system could estimate that null value using three methods and their average.
The weight of each attribute is varied, to represent its effect in the total mark. The total mark at any moment is a resultant of the already registered marks in the fields of the table. At any time, the weight of each attribute it is computed as output of dividing the attribute value for a student by the resultant of maximum values of all registered attributes for that course.
Section II present some survey on related work. While, section III, outlines the structure of database record used by the system. Section IV, explores the system knowledge base. Section VI explains training the system and system classification experiment and results, while section VII discuss the conclusion and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
A lot of research effort have been done in estimating null values in DB. The pioneers, Chen, in this area used a new method to estimate null values in relational database in [5] . They improved their method by creating fuzzy rule base in [6] and used genetic algorithms for generated weighted fuzzy rules in [7] . Then, they applied the automatic clustering algorithm for clustering the tuples in the relational database in [8] . Then, they presented a new method for estimate null values in relational database systems having negative dependency relationships between attributes in [9] , where the "Benz secondhand car database" is used for the experiment.
Wang, C.H. Cheng, and W.T. Chang [10] utilized stepwise regression to select the important attributes from the database and a partitional approach to build the datacategory. They apply the clustering method to cluster output data. Also, Chen and Hsaio [11] and Cheng and Lin [12] utilized clustering algorithms to cluster data, and calculate coefficient values www.ijacsa.thesai.org between different attributes by generating minimum average error.
Jain and Suryawanshi [13] proposed an efficient approach for handling null values in web log. They used Tabu search-KNN classifier perform featureselection of K-NN rules.Also, C.H Cheng, J.R. Chang, and L.Y. Wei in [14] used adaptive learning techniques, based on clustering, toresolve the issue of null values in relational database systems. This study uses clustering algorithms to group data and calculates the degree of influence between independentattributes (variables) and the dependent attribute through an adaptive learning method.
Lee and Wang in [15] proposed a modular method for trying to processhigh-reliability relational database estimation, and thestructure of the proposed method can be composed of threephases, comprising partition determination, automatic fuzzysystem generation, and relational database estimation. While, Mridha and Banik used Noble evolutionary algorithm to generating weighted fuzzy rules to estimate null values [16] .
Sadiq, S.A. Chawishly, and N.J. Sulaka in [17] proposed a hybrid approach for solving null values problem, it hybridize rough set theory with ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3) decision tree induction algorithm. The proposed approach is a supervised learning model. Large set of complete data called learning data is used to find the decision rule sets that then have been used in solving the incomplete data. Then, the intelligent swarm algorithm is used for feature selection which represents bees algorithm as heuristic search algorithm combined with rough set theory as evaluation function [18] .
III. DATABASE APPLICATION
The proposed approach is tested in relational data base (DB) of university students. This database consists of many relations. Each relation is concerned of certain records of entity set. The target table is the STUDY table, shown in table  1 , which concern of the remarks and grades of students in the registered courses.
Sometimes there missed or null values in a column of certain records in databases. As Example some remarks data of some student exams are missed. These null values might result from missing some exam grades or from non-entering mistakes.
As example, the estimation of null values is applied for a course has the assessments: two quiz (q1 and q2), five home works, a project, midterm exam, final exam. But it is possible to add or remove some assessment(s) to/from the proposed list of assessment(s). The STUDY table has those attributes, as shown in Table 1 , which shows some records of student remarks.
The experiment is applied over marks data of the course, "Compilers Construction" in Computer Science department. The proposed method estimates null values in all column of type 4, based on the values of the known marks in the database. Thus, the known and estimated values are numeric values. Then system computes the total remark.
IV. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
The system should acquires basic knowledge needed to build its KB, shown in Fig. 1 . This process trains the system to 13 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org learn classification and estimation under the supervision of the expert. Fig. 2 demonstrates the algorithm for this process.
Each student object is scanned to be classified is stored as a case. Each case is described by its attributes of certain row in Table 1 . Values of these attributes will be used in classification (category) of student objects. The category gives impression about the level of student objects related to it. It refers to the range within which their total resultant of registered attributes grades divided by the total of maximum marks of those attributes, in certain course. It has actual categories like: APLUS, A, BPLUS,B,……...,FAIL, LOWFAIL.
Fig. 1. System Knowledge Base
Each classified student object is related to a category. It is known as an exemplar of that category. It is represented as a combination of values of assessments attributes. There is no restriction on number or names of categories and exemplars.
Student object, Student Level, Attribute, and exemplar are represented as C++ classes. These classes and their relationships represent the knowledge base of the proposed system.
V. TRAINING AND SUPERVISED LEARNING PROCESS
At running the system for the first time, it reads the student objects (rows of Table) and checks there attributes for null values. Then, it gives report of null value types according to the preliminary classification given in section III. Also, it specifies the rows which has null values to be estimated later as described in section VI.
For each attribute a scale of possible values is determined. The combination of all possible attribute values defines all possible marks states within this description. The task is to classify each student object's state.
When a student objects (cases) are scanned by the systemfor the fist time -to classify, it can do nothing. It has no categories and no classified exemplars to match. It'll ask for help from the expert to classify and clarify reason for that classification. First distinct cases will be classified by the expert and added to KB as exemplars. Those exemplar are related to new created categories.
At reading a new row of student object (unclassified case), the system will start classification process to specify a category from KB categories, based on values of its attributes. If the category is not in the KB yet, it will ask the expert to create new one, and name it. Categories names are listed section IV. Within each category, there will be many exemplar, each has its level. This level should be within the space of the category.
Exemplar level =sum of actual values of all encountered attributes/sum of maximum values of all encountered attributes.
For a new case, the system looks up for a similar exemplar to it. If it finds a category, it consult its suggestions to the expert. If the expert accepts, the new case is related to the category and a new exemplar is created if expert want. While, if the expert refuses that classification, or the system fails to find a category, it asks the expert to explain why? And classify himself and give reasons. Then a new category and an exemplar (new case) related to that category are created.
The expert may classify the new case to an existing category, or even a new one. The Algorithm of system training and classification is shown in Fig. 2 . Supervised learning will continue in the estimation process, as seen in the next section. 
VI. ESTIMATING NULL VALUES

A. System Classification of Student Object
Mainly, the use of CBR classification is for locating the most close case (exemplar) to the student case which has null data. Student object of null value is the object has to be classified and assigned to a certain class (category). It is constructed from its marks of assessments (attributes) and their weight. It is clear that an expert Instructor uses that knowledge to characterize a marks condition. Assuming that in order to make preliminary conclusions the expert uses a finite number of marks of assessments.
Each attribute has a weight, based on the its space of minimum and maximum marl value that can be assigned to it, compared with the total of values all registered attributes for students.
Some attribute may be not available at certain moment for a course. There may an assessment canceled, or not held yet. So, the N/A attributes should excluded from the list of attributes that describe a student objects (cases) for a while, until be included in the DB. This happens as done with column of type 1 , type 2 , and type 3 . When a new case (student object), with null value in one of its attributes, is found out, the system start its classification process. It looks up for a category for that case and discovers the most similar exemplar (classification) to that case. If it fails, it asks for expert classification. While, if it successes, it starts estimating of the null value for the current classified student (case). The Algorithm of system classification and estimation is presented in Fig. 3 .
After classifying the student object to be related to certain category, the system retrieves the exemplars related to the same category. It might use one of four methods to estimate null values. Value of null attribute A in the current student record is estimated as any of the following methods:
1) The opposite value of the same attribute A in the most similar exemplar.
2) The average of all opposite values for attribute A in all exemplars related to the classification category.
3) The average of level of all exemplars related to the classification category * maximum value of that attribute (out of marks).
4) The average of the results from 1,2 and 3. Then, the system offers its estimated values to the expert, to get his selection and guidance. The expert should choose one of them or refuse all. For all chooses, the system ask the expert for reasons of his decision.
Most of times, the expert reason was that the selected method is suitable for the nature, weight, and difficulty of each assessment (attribute). Next times, the system will use this knowledge to choose the method itself. Comparing results of estimating for assumed null values attribute will explain next. Finally, the system calculates the average of all methods. As seen next.
B. Experiment Results
Assume that there are n records (R 1 , R2,….,R n ) in the STUDY table of the database, where the value of the attribute "MidTerm" of the record R i is "R i .MidTerm", as example. As seen in table 3, there is no method is preferred to applied for all attributes. While, the average of all estimation process, is somehow reasonable and applicable. Also, it is noticed that if the number of rows increases, the precision of the estimation will increase also.
VII. CONCLUSIONS This paper presented a supervised learning system for estimating null values found in the database. The system performs data classification based on CBR-based classification to estimate missed marks of students. A moderate data set is used in training the system under the supervision of an expert, then the system start classification of objects that have null values using four methods. It is found that the average of the estimated values is more reasonable and applicable. In future, improvements will be applied to increase the precession of estimated values. Bigger training data set will be used in training the system to improve precision. Also, the task of estimation will be enlarged to enable the system to estimate a multiple null values not only one null value in the in the same record.
